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INTRoDUcTI〇N

Heat‑shock proteins, as well as Other proteins ℃〇mm〇n to the heat shock response. are
mduced in rodent brain f〇11〇wing transient ischernia (Dienel et al., 1986; Jacewicz et al.,
1986; Kiessling et al･, 1986; Nowak, 1985). The functi〇n of the heat‑shock proteins induced is
a key to be Cleared.

.

INDUcTION OF HSP AFTER IS℃HEMIA
Q.〜

l

The 7o kDa heat shock protein, HSP ,7o, was induced and localized in gerbil brain at
.∫

.

intervals after 10 min of transient ischernia (Vass et al., 1988). Cerebral ischernia was
,..∫

produced by o℃℃lusi〇n of bilateral ℃〇mmon carotid artery. The localization of HSP 7o was

evaluated using a monoclonal antibody specific for stress‑inducible forms of HSP 70‑related
.

proterns･ Induced immunoreactivity was found Only in neurons, primarily in hippocampus,
stnaturm, entorhinal Cortex and some neo℃ortical regions･ HSP 70 a℃℃umulation was minimal
i,

in hippocampal cAl neurons, but was most pronounced in dentate granule Cells and cA3
f I

nenurons. The time ℃〇urse of HSP 70 immunoreactivity through dorsal hippocampus was
that: by 12‑ 16 hr dentate granule Cells were positive. At 24 hr o℃℃asi〇nal positive Cells were

evident in cA3. Immunoreactivity in cA3 was most intense at 48 hr. A few scattered neurons
in cAl showed staining at this time･ At 96 hr hippocampal immunoreactivity was greatly
reduced, but was still evident in cA3.
Inducti〇n of mRNA encoding HSP 7o was most pronounced in hippocampal cAl neu‑

rons in brain received 5 min ischemia evaluated by in situ hybridization using 35S‑labeled
oligonucleotide probe selective for stress‑inducible members of this gene family (Nowak.
1991). Postischemic HSP 70 mRNA induction in hippocampus is documented. Strong
hybridization was evident in dentate granule Cells as well as in all hippocampal pyramidal cell
fields within 3 h recirculation･ Hybridization was absent from dentate granule Cells and
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greatly diminished in ℃A3 neurons by 24 h. The most persistent induction o℃℃urred in ℃Al,
which showed significant hybridizati〇n through at least 48 hr. Hybridizati〇n was n〇 longer
dete℃ted in the ℃Al sector at 4 days.
HSP 70‑mRNA sequences are strongly induced in CAl neurons that rarely show sig‑
nificant protein immun〇rea℃tivity (Vass et al･, 1988; Nowak, 1989)･ In other ℃ell p〇pulations
that express the protein, there is a ℃〇nsiderable lag between the interval 〇f maximal HSP
7〇･mRNA indu℃ti〇n at 3‑12h (Nowak, 1991, Nowak, 1985; N〇wak et al･, 1990a) and the
delayed appearance 〇f HSP‑70 protein detected, e･ g., 48 h in ℃A3 (Vass et al., 1988; N〇wak,
1989).

INDUCED TOLERANCE TO ISCHEMIA

Is血emia for up t〇 2 min was a non‑lethal, reversible is℃hemi℃ stress. Minor 2‑mm
is℃hernia transiently perturbs Cellular metabolism (Ljunggren et al., 1974; Nowak et al., 1985),
but neuronal ne℃rosis never 〇℃℃urs (Hatakeyama et al., 1988). Animals received 5‑min is℃he.
mia showed ne℃r〇ti℃ lesions in the ℃Al area of hipp〇℃ampus 7 days foil〇wing re℃ir℃ulati〇n
(Izumiya and Ko即re, 1988; Kirin〇, 1982; Pas℃hen et all 1984; Kitagawa et al., 199〇b).
･

A prior milder is℃hemi℃ treatment made tolerative property of neurons to a subsequent
lethal is℃hemi℃ stress in gerbils (Kitagawa et al, 1990a). Animals, whi℃九 received single 2‑mm
is血emia 1 day before 〇r 2 days before 5‑min is℃hernia, showed n〇 〇r mild ne℃roti℃ lesions
and e血ibited an insuffi℃lent but Clear tolerance for is℃hemi℃ neuronal death. Animals, wni℃h
re℃eived 2‑min is℃hernia twi℃e at 1‑day interval 2 days before 5‑min is℃hernia, showed n〇 or
mild, ne℃r〇ti℃ lesions, and this is℃hemi℃ treatment induced tolerance for delayed neur〇nal

death. More than 1‑day interval betwe甲n〇n‑lethal and lethal is℃hernia were needed for m‑
du℃tion 〇f tolerance.
･

T〇leran℃e induced by prior mild is℃hernia for su℃℃ceding lethal is℃hernia was analyzed

by measuring Changes in the number of neurons (Kirino et al, 1991). The number of intact
neurons in the hipp〇℃ampal ℃Al sub field was Counted, and the density 〇f neur〇ns per mm 〇f
the pyramidal ℃ell layer was ℃al℃ulated. The neur〇nal density 〇f sham‑operated animals
(without is℃hernia) was 255 per 1‑mm length of ℃Al pyramidal ℃ell layer･ Most of the ℃Al
pyramidal Cells were destroyed by single is℃hernia for 5 min. The Overall ℃Al neur〇nal
.

density in the single･is血emia group was llノmm･ Two minutes of is℃hernia did not produce

serious tissue damage in the brain. One day, 2 days, or 4 days following the first brief
is℃hernia, the animals (double‑is℃he血Ia group) were subjected t〇 the second is℃hernia for 5
min･ Gerbils pretreated with brief is血emia for 2 min and then subjected t〇 the se℃〇nd
is℃hernia for 5 min with a 1 day interval did not develop severe neuronal damage in the ℃Al

subfield, the CAl neuroral density was 127/mm (69% of the normal). As the interval was
el〇ngated up to 4 days, there was a substantial preservation 〇f ℃Al pyramidal Cells. The
℃Al neuronal density was 176ノmm (69% of the normal).
･

Immun〇staining using mono℃lonal antibody raised against HSP 7〇 revealed an increase
in HSP 7〇 in the ℃Al area following 2 min of is℃hernia. Very brief is℃hernia induces heat‑
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sh〇℃k pr〇teins and, presumably, thereby renders neurons more tolerant to subsequent meta‑
b〇1i℃ stress･
.

The effects of mild and n〇n‑lethal is℃hemi℃ insult on neur〇nal death foil〇wing subse‑

quent lethal is℃hemi℃ stress in various gerbil brain regions (Kitagawa et al. 1991a). Single
l〇‑mm is℃hernia ℃〇nsistently Caused neuronal damage in the hipp〇℃ampal ℃Al, ℃A2, ℃A3
and ℃A4, layer in/Ⅳ 〇f the Cerebral Cortex, dorsolateral part of the ℃aud〇putamen and ven‑
tr〇lateral part of the thalamus. 〇n the other hand, in double is℃hernia groups, 2‑min is℃hemi℃
insult 2 days before l〇‑mm is℃hernia exhibited significant protection in the ℃Al and ℃A3 of
the hippo℃ampus, the Cerebral Cortex, the ℃audoputamen and the thalamus. Five‑min is℃hemi℃
insult 2 days before 10‑min is℃hernia also showed protective effect in the same areas as those
of 2‑min is℃hernia except for the ℃Al region of the hipp〇℃ampus, while 1‑mm is℃hernia in‑
duced n〇 t〇leran℃e in any regions･ In the immun〇blot analysis, both 2‑ and 5‑min is℃hernia
Caused increased synthesis 〇f HSP 72 in the hippo℃ampus, but 1‑min is℃hernia did not. The
is℃hemi℃ tolerance was widely found in the brain and is℃hemi℃ treatment severe enough t〇
Cause HSP72 synthesis might be needed for induction of is℃hemi℃ t〇leran℃e. Neurons in the
brain other than ℃Al neurons 〇f the hippo℃ampus ℃〇uld induce the is℃hemi℃ tolerance by
pre℃edmg non‑lethal is℃hemi℃ stress.

FuN℃TION OF HEAT‑SH〇℃K PR〇TEINS

Living organisms, when exposed t〇 sublethal environmental stress, respond by initiating
the synthesis 〇f several proteins. Heat‑shock proteins are induced by various treatments of
Cells and Organs of mammals Other than heat; amino acid analogous, transit!〇n metals, ox‑
idizing agents, poisons, anoxia, and tissue damage ℃an all induce these proteins (Ananthan et
al, 1986; Ashburner and B〇nner, 1979; Subje℃k and Thung‑Tai, 1986). Heat‑Sh〇℃k pr〇teins
appear t〇 exhibit a high degree of ℃〇nservati〇n from bacteria to mammalian Cells (Bardwell
and ℃raig, 1984; Hunt and Morimoto, 1985). Heat‑shock proteins are Considered t〇 work by
ass〇℃mtion with other pr〇teins, thereby ℃ontr〇lling protein ℃〇nformati〇n, stabilization, or
transport to spe℃ifi℃ loci in the ℃ell･ Metab〇1i℃ stress Causes a decrease in free HSP 7〇 pro.
terns, and this redu℃ti〇n seems t〇 induce HSP 70 synthesis (Be℃kmann et al, 199〇)･ This
8

phenom占non is One 〇f the typical methaboli℃ Changes in stress response･ stress response
seems to be vital for ℃ell re℃〇very and survival after they are Confronted with noxious insults
(Barbe et al., 1988; Landry et al., 1982). Th♀ heat‑shock response seems to be a way by
whi℃九 Cells pr〇te℃t themselves against different stresses･
An example of induced t〇leran℃e to metabolic stress is the acquisition of heat tolerance
by pretreating Cells with sublethal hyperthermia (Gerner and S℃hneider, 1975). The phen〇.

menon of induced tolerance was also observed in in vivo mammalian cells. Rats received
hyperthermi℃ treatment showed that the retina was less sensitive to light damage Compared
to untreated ℃〇ntr〇Is (Barbe et al., 1988). This Change was Correlated t〇 protein synthesis in
.

the retina after hyperthermia. They indicated a ℃on℃omitant increase in major heat‑shock

pr〇terns, especially HSP 7〇･ Produ℃ti〇n of HSPs in response t〇 elevated temperature and
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〇ther metabolic stress plays a role in enhan℃

: al.

1988, Riabol〇w et al., 1988).
℃erebral is℃hernia indu℃as" selective geネe expression and protein synthesis (J orgensen et
al., 1989; Kiessling et al., 1986; Nowak, 19寧5), and it is ℃on℃eivable that neur〇nal Cells like
other types 〇f Cells respond and resist the suffering detrimental stress (Gerner and S℃hneider,
1974; Li and Hahn, 1978; Li and Werb, 1982, Li et al., 1983; Riab〇l〇w et al., 1988).
when neurons are prepared with the produ℃ti〇n 〇f HSPs, neur〇ns Could be more
tolerant t〇 subsequent is℃hernia･ These experimental results suggest that failure 〇f stress
response ℃ouldもe a Cause of is℃hemi℃ neur〇nal damage in the hippo℃ampal ℃Al sub鮎1d･
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